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 Faculty Course Evaluation Winterim 2009
 200920 2009

Concordia University Wisconsin  
Concordia University Wisconsin  

  Course: HIST-103-0-20011-200920 - World Views:History   Department: HIST

  Responsible Faculty: James Burkee   # Responses:  14  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All

[VO] [O] [S] [S] [NA] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q1 How often did the instructor make effective use of class time? 64 36 0 0 0 5 .13 14 4.6 4.6 + + 4.5 +

Q2 How often did the instructor encourage interaction between
students to accomplish course goals? 36 21 14 29 0 5 .33 14 3.6 3.6 + + 4.4 -

Q3 How often did the instructor provide opportunities for contact with
students outside of class? 50 36 14 0 0 5 .19 14 4.4 4.4 + + 4 +

Q4 How often did the instructor use a variety of strategies, types of
assignments, and activities to appeal to different learning styles? 7 29 43 14 7 3 .26 14 3.1 3.1 + + 3.9 -

Q5 How often did the instructor give timely written or oral feedback as
defined in the course syllabus? 36 43 14 7 0 4 .24 14 4.1 4.1 + + 4.3 =

Q6 How often were you, the student, involved in the learning process
via reflection, discussion, and application of learning to real life? 21 36 43 0 0 3 .21 14 3.8 3.8 + + 4.3 -

Q7 How often did the instructor encourage and communicate high
expectations toward success in the classroom? 36 64 0 0 0 4 .13 14 4.4 4.4 + + 4.4 =

Q8 How often did the instructor use technology to support course
activities? 86 14 0 0 0 5 .09 14 4.9 4.9 + + 4.4 + +

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 125

Responses: [VO]  Very Often=5 [O]  Often=4 [S]  Sometimes=3 [S]  Seldom=2 [NA]  Not at All=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All

[VW] [W] [S] [P] [NA] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q9 Given the purpose and context of this course, how well did the
instructor relate faith to learning? 21 50 21 7 0 4 .22 14 3.9 3.9 + + 4.6 -

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 124

Responses: [VW]  Very Well=5 [W]  Well=4 [S]  Somewhat=3 [P]  Poorly=2 [NA]  Not at all=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All

[T1] [AA] [A] [BA] [L1] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q10 How would you rate the teaching ability/effectiveness of the
instructor as compared to other CUW Faculty? 50 36 14 0 0 5 .19 14 4.4 4.4 + + 4.2 =

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 125

Responses: [T1]  Top 10%=5 [AA]  Above Average=4 [A]  Average=3 [BA]  Below Average=2 [L1]  Lowest 10%=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All
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[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q11 On a scale of 5 (a lot) to 1 (very little), how much did you learn in
this course? 14 50 29 0 7 4 .26 14 3.6 3.6 + + 4.1 =

Q12 On a scale of 5 (a lot) to 1 (very little), how much did this course
prepare you for service to Christ, the Church, and/or the world? 7 29 36 21 7 3 .28 14 3.1 3.1 + + 4.1 -

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 125

Responses: [A]  5-A lot=5 [B]  4=4 [C]  3=3 [D]  2=2 [E]  1-Very little=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q13 On a scale of 5(heavy) to 1 (very little) how would you rate the
overall workload of this course? 43 57 0 0 0 4 .13 14 4.4 4.4 + + 3.4 + +

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 124

Responses: [A]  5-Heavy=5 [B]  4=4 [C]  3=3 [D]  2=2 [E]  1-Very little=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

Undergraduate

Burkee, James C --- Comparisons ---

Responses (%) Individual HIST All

[A] [B] [C] [D] [F] Mode Std.
Err. N Mean Mean -=+ ¹ Mean -=+ ¹

Q14 What grade do you expect to get in this class? (A,B,C,D,F) 43 43 14 0 0 4,5 .19 14 4.3 4.3 + + 4.7 -

Number of Individuals / Survey Responses used for Comparisons: 1 / 14 6 / 125

Responses: [A]  A=5 [B]  B=4 [C]  C=3 [D]  D=2 [F]  F=1 
¹ This Individual compared with others: [- -]=0-10th   [-]=10th-25th   [=]=25th-75th   [+]=75th-90th   [+ +]=90th-100th Percentile  

 

Faculty: Burkee, James C

Question: Please provide any additional comments about what was most helpful to you in regards to the course, instructor and/or
textbook:

Response Rate: 64.29%   (9 of 14)

1 I  thought that the Primary Source Readings were helpful in class. By reading these, I felt like I was able to contribute more in the discussion.

2 A history course is hard during Winterim mainly because you have to go through so much in such a short ammount of time. And the quizes had
more than one correct answer but one the teacher chose to be correct and the other wrong even if you tried to prove it to him.

3 I  thought the use of the internet was good for pictures and maps. It helped to get an idea of how things were at the time. Also the videos were
interesting.

4 I  like Dr. Burkee's teaching style. He made me like history for the first time in my life. I  like that he tells history like a story including the
interesting details and relates it to what's going on inthe world today.

5 The textbook was hard to understand and follow. Learned a lot during the lectures

6 The textbook was a little difficult to follow.

7 The text was really dry and hard to understand and comprehend in order to take the quizzes.

8 No additional comments.

9

The instructor made the class worthwhile and encouraged other students who were facing a difficult time with the material. Dr. Burkee is very
knowledgable about the material he presented to the class. I feel that he is a very caring professor that looks out for the interests of his
students who attend his class. The McNeill  textbook needs to go. I feel that there are other textbooks that portray world history better to atleast
be current with the events that have taken place in the last 5 years.

 

Faculty: Burkee, James C
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Question: Please provide any suggestions for improvement in the course, instructor and/or textbook:

Response Rate: 57.14%   (8 of 14)

1 I  didn't feel that the readings assigned from the McNeill  book correlated with the questions from the quizzes. I often looked in other sections or
sources to help me with the quiz of a different section.

2 The textbook was very hard to follow thus being ineffective for my learning. History is exciting, so why is it always taught in the most boring
ways?

3 Textbook is hard to follow.

4 New textbook

5
Chronological quizzes should be graded differently.

Different variety of quizzes, not always multiple choice

6 Make it a little more entertaining and maybe a class project to help with learning the infromation better.

7 An updated textbook would be a big help in the course.

8
I  feel that this the Primary Readings book needs to be edited better because there are words that start with a letter and never completely tell
you the word that they intended to have there. There were also some misspellings. It is hard to tell  if those were intentional or whether it was
the way that person intended it to be written in the way it did.
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